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STARTON INCORPORATED Introduces MAXPAD at InfoComm 2017
Everything You Need in Just One System Booth #3790
STARTON INCORPORATED specializes in manufacturing optronic, camera design and touch panel module. We
are a division of GOTEK (a leading technology firm) which has been in business for over 2 decades. Our clients
include: HTC, Lenovo, Acer, ASUS, DELL, BMW, Compal, FLEX, Panasonic, SHARP, NEC and a lot more.

We are pleased to introduce to you our MAXPAD Interactive Whiteboard, a quantum leap technology that is
built with everything you need in just one system. MAXPAD is run by i5 and i7 processor. It has Infrared Sensor
Technology, PC integrated, with Windows 10 Professional, SSD Storage, and Air Streaming for Windows /
Android / MAC. Since Windows is the most used Operational System in the world, you can run all the
applications you normally use on your Desktop. It has a built in Full HD Camera with microphone, Wi-Fi, HDMI
and USB Port. With our multi-touch screen system, you will never experience any lags or delays.

MAXPAD is built with the highest quality of Ceramic Coated Steel for better durability, which means it is crack
and scratch resistant with no overheating issue. Our Interactive Whiteboard is very safe for everyone and for
the environment because it has no harmful blue-light or radiation. All features are patented, we can assure you
that we never compromise on our quality standards and we know that we have the BEST product by far in the
market.

MAXPAD Interactive Whiteboard has gained wide acceptance in different countries and has a very good repute
and excellent response. Our product is available at a very competitive price and is attracting a great positive
feedback from our clients.

To fully showcase what MAXPAD can do, we humbly request to give you a product presentation at booth
#3790. We are committed to providing our customers with the highest quality of technology possible. We are a
firm believer in utilizing the most effective presentations, product launches, teaching methods, and tools to
provide solid foundation for every individual. Our goal is to cultivate everyone’s strengths, as well as focus on
improving weaknesses, by innovating minds. At Starton Inc., we Inspire, Amaze, and Amuse with MAXPAD.
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